Scapular dyskinesis increases the risk of future shoulder pain by 43% in asymptomatic athletes: a systematic review and meta-analysis
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ABSTRACT

Background  It is unclear whether the presence of scapular dyskinesis increases the risk of developing shoulder pain in asymptomatic athletes.

Objectives  To determine whether the presence of scapular dyskinesis in asymptomatic athletes increases the risk of developing shoulder pain by systematic review and meta-analysis.

Methods  A systematic search was conducted in the Cochrane Library, Embase, PubMed, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, Allied and Complementary Medicine Database and SPORTDiscus. Prospective studies that assessed athletes for scapular dyskinesis and recorded incidents of shoulder pain were included. Study quality was assessed using the Downs and Black checklist. Meta-analysis was conducted to derive a pooled risk ratio (RR) for the development of shoulder pain in athletes with scapular dyskinesis compared with those without scapular dyskinesis.

Results  Five studies were included with a total of 419 athletes. Of the athletes with scapular dyskinesis, 35% (56/160) experienced shoulder pain during the follow-up, whereas 25% (65/259) of athletes without scapular dyskinesis experienced symptoms. The presence of scapular dyskinesis at baseline indicated a 43% increased risk of a shoulder pain event over a 9 to 24 months follow-up (RR=1.43, 95% CI 1.05 to 1.93).

Conclusions  Athletes with scapular dyskinesis have 43% greater risk of developing shoulder pain than those without scapular dyskinesis.

INTRODUCTION

Racket and overhead sports require substantial kinetic energy transference through the shoulder at rapid speeds through large ranges of motion with high precision.1,2 These demands may explain the high prevalence of shoulder pain in these populations, with reports of 12% in amateur golf,16% in volleyball,22% to 36% in elite handball3 and 24% in high-level adolescent tennis, which increases to 50% in middle-aged tennis players.4 Even higher is the prevalence of shoulder pain in swimmers, ranging between 40% and 91%.7 In collision sports such as rugby and American football, 6.7% and 15.2% of all injuries involve the shoulder.8,9 These collision sport statistics are not inclusive of non-traumatic sources of shoulder pain, and may under-represent the true prevalence of all shoulder pain in these populations.10

The traditional approach to understanding the mechanisms of shoulder pain has involved specific anatomical diagnostic labels. The validity of using specific anatomical diagnostic labels has been challenged extensively, particularly regarding non-acute shoulder pain.11–13 Clinical features of specific anatomical diagnoses, such as reduced external rotation or an external rotation lag, indicative of frozen shoulder and rotator cuff tear, respectively, are inconsistent predictors of outcome.14 Specific anatomical diagnostic labels provide limited clinical guidance in patient management or estimating prognosis.15 For these reasons, experts are calling for a paradigm shift away from these labels and encouraging identifying modifiable risk factors associated with onset of shoulder pain or that influence prognosis, such as abnormal motor patterns or movement impairments.16

One potential risk factor for shoulder pain is scapular dyskinesis. Scapular dyskinesis refers to altered position and motion of the scapula.1 Scapular dyskinesis may reduce subacromial space, although the evidence for this is mixed.17 Scapular dyskinesis can also reduce rotator cuff strength,19,20 increase the strain within the rotator cuff and promote apoptotic changes in tenocytes within the rotator cuff tendons.1 Rotator cuff weakness may impair motor control, resulting in superior translation of the humeral head and further mechanical abrasion of the structures of the subacromial space.21 Despite these plausible mechanisms that may cause shoulder pain, clinical evidence to support these hypotheses remains limited.

Scapular dyskinesis has been associated with shoulder pain, specifically shoulder impingement syndrome (SIS), rotator cuff tendinopathy and multidirectional impairments.1,22 The cross-sectional nature of the studies in previous reviews means one cannot determine whether scapular dyskinesis contributed to the development of shoulder pain or whether it arose subsequent to shoulder pain. Scapular dyskinesis is highly prevalent in the asymptomatic general population23 and substantially higher in overhead athletes.24 It remains unclear if dyskinesis is a sports-specific adoption that is potentially beneficial for maximal performance and protective against injury. Alternatively, it may be a risk factor that identifies athletes at greater risk of injury, requiring a preventative intervention. Two prospective studies attempted to identify whether scapular dyskinesis in asymptomatic athletes increased their risk of developing shoulder pain and results were mixed.24,25 Therefore, we aimed to systematically review whether the presence of scapular dyskinesis in asymptomatic athletes increased the risk of developing future shoulder pain.
or were non-athletic. The characteristics of the included studies, such as number of participants, patient characteristics and sporting participation, outcomes, findings and major strengths and weaknesses, were extracted.

Quality assessment
The included studies were assessed for methodological quality using the Downs and Black Checklist. The Downs and Black Checklist is recommended in the Cochrane Handbook for appraisal of non-randomised studies. It contains 27 yes/no questions, with a total maximum score of 30. The score is distributed over five sections: study quality, external validity, study bias, confounding and selection bias and power of the study. Question 4, 8, 14, 19, 23, 24 and 27 were not applicable to prospective study designs, and were therefore excluded. This was based on the recommendations of a previous systematic review investigating risk factors using prospective study designs. The modified checklist had a maximum score of 20.

Outcome measures
The main outcome of this review was shoulder pain recorded via any questionnaire, scale or tool that detected the dichotomised outcome of ‘shoulder pain’ or ‘no shoulder pain’ during the follow-up period. The outcome measures identified as acceptable measures of shoulder pain were the Visual Analogue Scale, the Numerical Rating Scale, the Shoulder Pain and Disability Index, the Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand, Shoulder Disability Questionnaire, direct questioning, direct report to medical professionals and any other valid outcome measure of shoulder disability and/or pain. Visual observation, 3-D analysis of scapular position or use of any other measurement tool to determine the presence of scapular dyskinesis was accepted, as long as the data could be dichotomised as ‘scapular dyskinesis’ or ‘no scapular dyskinesis’.

Heterogeneity assessment
Clinical and methodological heterogeneity across all included studies was examined and reported. Methodological heterogeneity was reported in a summary table. Statistical heterogeneity across studies was assessed by visual analysis of forest plots and the I² test. The I² test assessed the percentage of inconsistency (ie, variability) due to heterogeneity, and values greater than 50% were considered substantial heterogeneity.

Data analysis
Review Manager (RevMan) V.5.3 was used to perform statistical analyses and to generate forest plots (Copenhagen: The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collaboration, 2014). The primary outcome measure was shoulder pain, and the pooled risk ratio (RR) and 95% CI were calculated. A random effects model was applied if substantial heterogeneity was found, otherwise, a fixed effects model was used. The meta-analysis was performed using the Mantel-Haenszel method. Sensitivity analyses were undertaken to determine if the outcome was affected by different classification methods from individual studies.

Results
Study selection
The full search strategy and selection process are outlined in figure 1. The initial database search was completed on 9 August 2016, with a hand search of conference abstracts conducted the following day. This search identified 1099 study titles that potentially met inclusion/exclusion criteria. After duplicates...
were removed, the remaining 565 studies were screened, with nine studies reviewed in full text. After successfully contacting three authors,24 34 35 five studies met the inclusion and exclusion criteria and were included in the meta-analysis.36 37 Of the four studies excluded at full-text review, one text was not available in full text,38 one was cross-sectional in study design,39 one did not distinguish between shoulder and elbow injuries,25 and one measured scapular muscle strength but not scapular dyskinesis.40

Study characteristics

Table 2 outlines the characteristics of the five included studies. A total of 419 participants were included in the meta-analysis, with the mean age ranging from 14 to 34. The cohorts used by the included studies ranged from recreational to elite athletes. Two cohorts consisted of adolescents,24 34 35 while the remaining studies included adults.24 34 37 Studies predominantly investigated athletes participating in overhead sports, from swimming to throwing and racket sports,24 34 35 37 with one investigating a population of rugby players.36 Two studies included participants with self-reported shoulder pain at baseline, and these participants were excluded from the analysis.24 34

Four of the five studies used different variations of visual dynamic assessment.24 34 36 37 The visual dynamic qualitative assessment method was initially described by Kibler et al.41 using a four-part classification, which utilised three different types of scapular dyskinesis, with a fourth classification representing cases without scapular dyskinesis.42 More recently, this method has been simplified to a dichotomous classification (with or without scapular dyskinesis) or an obvious/subtle/no scapular dyskinesis trichotomous classification, or a winging/tilting/normal trichotomous classification.43 44 Where a study used multiple classifications, this was dichotomised into with or without scapular dyskinesis for meta-analysis.24 36 37 Only one study differed substantially from these methods of visual classification, using measurement of distance between anatomical landmarks.35 The author of that study provided dichotomised data (with or without scapular dyskinesis) using receiver operating characteristic analysis. This process is outlined in detail in online supplementary appendix 2.

In the included studies, participants were followed up for either 1 year or one season. However, one study performed follow-up at 12 and 24 months.37 All studies utilised self-reporting of shoulder pain/injuries. A single end of season questionnaire was used in three studies.34–36 One of these studies also used self-report at medical check-ups.34 Serial administration of standardised questionnaires was used in two studies. The Shoulder Disability Questionnaire was administered at 12 and 24 months by Struyf et al.37 The Oslo Sports Trauma Research Centre injury questionnaire was administered every 2 weeks throughout the season by Clarsen et al.24

Two studies classified shoulder pain as reporting pain at any point during the follow-up, lasting at least a day.35 37 One study classified shoulder pain as pain lasting at least 2 weeks, but not necessarily requiring withdrawal from sport.36 One study classified shoulder pain as requiring greater than 7 days of withdrawal from participation.34 One study administered 15 questionnaires and an average score called the Cumulative Severity Score (CSS) was calculated.24 In their analysis they used a cut-off of >=40% to define shoulder injury. This cut-off was used because it had the greatest predictive value. For the purpose of this study, a cut-off point of a CSS >0 was chosen to define shoulder injury. This cut-off point was chosen as it was the highest predictive value. The purpose of the questionnaires used was to assess the risk of recurrent shoulder pain in athletes.

Risk of bias

The critical appraisal of the included studies using the Downs and Black checklist is detailed in figure 2 and summarised using a stacked bar chart in figure 3. Generally, studies performed well, with four obtaining greater than 75% scores and a mean score of 81%.24 34–36 However, some risks of bias were common. No study reported the results of the baseline assessment of scapular dyskinesis of drop-outs, and it cannot be determined if scapular dyskinesis was equally prevalent in those who dropped out and those that did not. No study made between-group comparisons between those with and without scapular dyskinesis at baseline. Only two studies compared other risk factors between cases and controls to further explain their findings.34 35 Only one study fully met the external validity criteria by clearly outlining their recruitment process.34 By not reporting the proportion of the source population from which the patients were derived and proportion of the sample who were included, it could not be accurately established whether the cohorts were representative of the source population in the other four studies.34–37 Outside of the checklist, no study reported if participants were blinded to their baseline assessment of scapular dyskinesis.
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### Table 2: Characteristics of included studies. Mean unless otherwise stated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Recruited</th>
<th>Dropout rate (% of total recruited, reason and number included)</th>
<th>Population characteristics of total sample</th>
<th>Method of measuring dyskinesis</th>
<th>Follow-up duration and method of injury reporting</th>
<th>Prevalence and severity of shoulder pain events (% of total included in meta-analysis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarsen et al²⁴</td>
<td>206 elite handball players With and without self-reported shoulder pain but nil on testing 164 analysed in study 110 meta-analysed</td>
<td>24.1% Did not complete sufficient questionnaires 164 analysed in study 110 meta-analysed</td>
<td>Age 24 (SD 4) All male Height 189 cm (SD 7) Weight 89 kg (SD 10) Playing age 14 years (SD 5) Elite playing age 4 years (SD 4) Right handed (73%) Back players (42%) Wing players (23%) Line players (15%) Goalkeepers (14%) Combination of positions (6%)</td>
<td>Live visual observation by one physiotherapist with video playback if uncertain 5× reps of shoulder flexion and abduction using 5 kg weights Categorised as subtle dyskinesis, obvious dyskinesis or normal</td>
<td>One season—9 months. OSTRC overuse injury questionnaire emailed to all players every second Sunday—total 15 questionnaires If &lt;4 questionnaires returned, data excluded. Each questionnaire gives a severity score (0–100). Average severity score = sum of scores/number of questionnaires. Injury = cut-off in study &gt;40 cut-off in meta-analysis &gt;0</td>
<td>n=44 40% Average cumulative severity score: 9.91 (SD 13.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawasaki et al²⁵</td>
<td>70 elite rugby players 11.4% Retired for reasons unrelated to the shoulder 62 meta-analysed</td>
<td>24.6 (SD 3.3) All male Age 24.6 (SD 2.9) Playing age 17 (SD 4.8) Position (forward: backward) 61:42 Dominant side (right: left) 99:4 Frequent collision side (right: equal: left) 65:30:8</td>
<td>Live visual observation by two sports doctors, with video playback if uncertain 5× reps of shoulder flexion and abduction in scapular plane using 3 kg weights. Categorised as type 1–3 dyskinesis or type 4 = Normal</td>
<td>One elite Japanese rugby season—length not specified—via questionnaire Injury = subjective discomforts (pain, apprehension or fatigue) persisting more than 2 weeks; and shoulder trauma requiring off-game &gt;7 days</td>
<td>n=25 40.3% Discomfort persisting &gt;2 weeks Severity not reported</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenna et al²⁶</td>
<td>46 adolescent swimmers 43 adolescent non-swimmers (excluded)</td>
<td>4.49% Did not respond to questionnaire All from non-swimmer group 46 meta-analysed</td>
<td>[no pain, pain] Female gender: 65.7%, 63.6% Age (years) 14.5 (SD 1.4), 14.9 (SD 1.7) Matured by start of study: 51.6%, 45.5% Previous shoulder or arm pain: 35.3%, 50.0% Number of weekly training sessions 6.7 (3–10), 6.6 (5–10) Swimming age (years) 3.6 (SD 2.8), 4.7 (SD 2.3) Freestyle swim time (seconds) 67.1 (SD9.1), 66.1 (SD6.5) Height (m) 1.65 (SD 0.09), 1.65 (SD 0.09) Weight (kg) 54.7 (SD 10.4), 57.9 (SD 9.7) BMI** 19.8 (SD 2.3), 21.3 (SD 2.2) Chest width (cm) 30.1 (SD 3.1), 30.0 (SD2.9)</td>
<td>Anthropometric tape measures In neutral, hands on hips, 90 degrees’ abduction + internal rotation and full flexion Distances measured between: T7, T12, T13 Inferior scapula Medial spine scapula Humeral head position in relation to acromion using palpation, photography and digital calculation Cut-off for dyskinesis determined by post hoc receiver operated curve analysis to find best fit sensitivity/specificity.</td>
<td>12 months later via questionnaire Injury = positive answer to the question ‘Have you had any pain in your shoulder in the last year?’</td>
<td>n=11 23.91% Severity not reported.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Recruited</th>
<th>Dropout rate (% of total recruited, reason and number included)</th>
<th>Population characteristics of total sample</th>
<th>Method of measuring dyskinesis</th>
<th>Follow-up duration and method of injury reporting</th>
<th>Prevalence and severity of shoulder pain events (% of total included in meta-analysis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shitara et al34</td>
<td>132 high school baseball pitchers</td>
<td>With and without self-reported shoulder pain, but nil on testing Participants with self-reported pain at baseline excluded from meta-analysis.</td>
<td>Median age 16.3 (SD 0.6) All male Baseball experience (years) Non-injured 8.1 (SD 2.0) Injured mean 8.4 (SD 2.2) Past shoulder pain Non-injured 34 (40.5%) Injured 7 (33.3%) Past elbow pain Non-injured 44 (52.4%) Injured 13 (61.9) Present shoulder pain (excluded) Non-injured 12 (14.3%) Injured 5 (23.8%) Present elbow pain Non-injured 19 (22.6%) Injured 6 (28.6%)</td>
<td>Live visual observation by two orthopaedic surgeons, with video playback if uncertain 3–5x reps of shoulder flexion and abduction in scapular plane without weights Categorised as yes/no</td>
<td>One high school baseball season—length not specified Self-reported at medical check-ups and via end of season questionnaire Injury = unable to participate in training/games for ≥8 days Injuries from other mechanisms than throwing excluded.</td>
<td>n=16 18.18% Required ≥7 days of missed participation in training/game Severity not reported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Struyf et al37</td>
<td>196 recreational overhead athletes: Volley ball 37 Tennis 26 Baseball 5 Badminton 35 Handball 10</td>
<td>n=83 42% Not willing to be contacted, cessation of overhead activity, no reason, emigration or impossible to get in contact with 113 meta-analysed.</td>
<td>Age 34 (SD 12) Men (48%) Right handed (89%) Must play &gt;1 hour per week of preferred sport</td>
<td>Live visual observation by one physiotherapist Static At rest, hands on hips, hands at 90° abduction Dynamic: 3x reps of shoulder abduction without weights Categorised as winging, forward tilt or normal</td>
<td>24 months Contacted by phone at 12 and 24 m Injury = any physical complaint recalled lasting at least 1 day in the previous month, irrespective of disability induced Severity measured with Shoulder Disability Questionnaire.</td>
<td>n=25 22% Mean SDQ =34.8 (SD 17.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modified data excluded the results of participants with pain at baseline in two studies30,39 or dichotomisation of continuous measurements of scapular position in one study.40

**Indicates a significant difference between groups.

BMI, body mass index; OSTRC, Oslo Sports Trauma Research Centre; Reps, repetitions; SDQ, Shoulder Disability Questionnaire.
Synthesis of results and meta-analysis

All five studies were eligible to be included in the meta-analysis, of which the results are presented in figure 4. Of the 419 participants, 160 (38.19%) presented with scapular dyskinesis. In relation to the overall risk, 35% of athletes with scapular dyskinesis (56/160) experienced shoulder pain over a 9 to 24-month follow-up. In comparison, 25% of athletes without scapular dyskinesis (65/259) experienced shoulder pain in this time period.

The presence of scapular dyskinesis at baseline was indicative of a 43% increased risk of shoulder pain over a 9 to 24-month follow-up (RR=1.43, 95% CI 1.05 to 1.93, I²=40%). To determine the effects of a different classification of shoulder pain, Shitara et al included a complete withdrawal from participation in training or competition of greater than 7 days; a stricter definition than those used by the other included studies. Sensitivity analysis excluding the study by Shitara et al increased the RR and narrowed the 95% CI for increased risk of shoulder pain in asymptomatic athletes with scapular dyskinesis (RR 1.54, 95% CI 1.12 to 2.10). This analysis suggests that scapular dyskinesis may not be a risk factor for injuries that require complete withdrawal from short-term participation, that is, severe and disabling injuries. It may be a more important risk factor for lower grade shoulder injuries. Lower grade injuries still cause athletes to seek treatment and frequently cause reductions in performance and participation without being severe enough to cause complete withdrawal from sport.

Measurement of scapular dyskinesis varied, as one included study reported scapular dyskinesis using continuous data,
which required dichotomisation for the current meta-analysis. A sensitivity analysis excluding this study highlighted homogeneity among the remaining four studies ($I^2 = 17\%$). While the remaining studies found a 28% increased risk of developing shoulder pain in athletes with scapular dyskinesis, this result was not statistically significant (RR = 1.28, CI 0.93 to 1.76). This sensitivity analysis identifies that caution should be taken in interpreting these results and further confirmation studies would be beneficial.

It is possible that the importance of scapular dyskinesis as a risk factor may vary according to age or competitive level. Based on the forest plot (figure 4), there does not appear to be a consistent difference in the effects of dyskinesis within age or competitive level. For example, the results of the two studies performed on adolescent athletes are contrasting. Likewise, the one study performed on recreational athletes has a similar point estimate, although with wider 95% CI, when compared with the pooled RR. However, due to the small number of studies overall subgroup analysis is not appropriate. At this point, conclusions cannot yet be made regarding the variance of the importance of scapular dyskinesis on different populations.

Of the four studies excluded at full-text review, only one study prospectively investigated the effect of scapular dyskinesis on injury risk. That study was excluded because it included both shoulder and elbow injuries. Of note, the authors found no significant difference in injury risk between those with and without scapular dyskinesis. This is not surprising as the elbow, being more distant from the scapula than the shoulder, is less likely to be affected by scapular dyskinesis. Additionally, a low shoulder pain incidence of 3.7% was observed; a much lower incidence than that observed consistently in the current review (range between 18.2% and 40.3%), decreasing the power of the study to establish risk factors. It is unlikely that the inclusion of that study in the current review would have affected the overall results of the current analysis.

**Mechanisms by which scapular dyskinesis could contribute to the development of shoulder pain**

The association between scapular dyskinesis and shoulder pain has been previously examined by cross-sectional studies, which have been summarised by two conflicting systematic reviews. While the earlier review demonstrated that SIS was associated with less scapular upward rotation and external rotation, and greater elevation and protraction, the other review did not. The first study conducted a meta-analysis, whereas the latter was a narrative review, which may explain their conflicting conclusions. Neither review was able to determine whether scapular dyskinesis was involved in the mechanism of developing shoulder pain or whether it developed as a consequence of shoulder pain.

However, this current review suggests that asymptomatic athletes with scapular dyskinesis have a higher risk of developing future shoulder pain than those without scapular dyskinesis. It is not yet clear exactly how scapular dyskinesis contributes to shoulder pain and whether scapular dyskinesis may be considered a direct or indirect contributing factor. As a direct factor, previous theories have suggested that scapular dyskinesis could result in subacromial pain syndrome via reduction of the subacromial space, or that scapular dyskinesis reduces rotator cuff functional strength, thereby increasing the likelihood of the tendon overload with subsequent tendinopathic symptoms. However, scapular dyskinesis may be an indirect interactive risk factor, as recent prospective research has demonstrated that scapular dyskinesis is not a risk factor in isolation but increases risk of shoulder pain the presence of excessive increases in load. Moreover, this current review demonstrated that dyskinesis can be present in the absence of shoulder pain (65% of athletes) and shoulder pain can be present in the absence of dyskinesis (25% of athletes). Thus, scapular dyskinesis may only be important, as an interactive risk factor. Alternatively, it is possible that scapular dyskinesis may not be a risk factor at all, but an early warning indicator of future shoulder pain, acting as the canary in a mineshaft. Previous research has indicated that immediate (short-term) fatigue and excessive increases in training load can induce scapular dyskinesis without shoulder pain and separately can also independently induce shoulder pain. Further investigation is warranted to confirm or refute these hypotheses to determine what other factors are involved and how the factors interact to contribute to shoulder pain. However, with the currently available evidence, it appears that scapular dyskinesis acts as an indirect factor that increases the risk of shoulder pain in the presence of other risk factors, but this may change once untested theories are explored.

**Screening**

The purpose of investigating risk factors for shoulder pain is twofold: to better understand the mechanisms of shoulder pain and to develop strategies to prevent shoulder pain. A commonly proposed strategy is screening to identify those with a risk factor and intervene with a preventative programme. The question is: should screening for scapular dyskinesis be included as common practice? To answer this question, the prevalence of scapular dyskinesis in asymptomatic athletes and the risk of shoulder pain in athletes without scapular dyskinesis must be taken into account. Recent evidence suggests a 54% prevalence of scapular dyskinesis in asymptomatic overhead athletes. According to the results of the current review, the 46% of athletes without scapular dyskinesis would be exposed to a 25% risk, leading to 11 athletes in 100 developing shoulder pain. The 54% of athletes with scapular dyskinesis would be exposed to...
a 35% risk (43% increased risk than those without), leading to 19 athletes in 100 developing shoulder pain. In this instance, 35 athletes would correctly be classified as unlikely and 19 athletes correctly classified as likely to develop shoulder pain. This scenario presents a diagnostic accuracy of 54%, which is essentially the same as a coin toss. The validity of screening in sports has recently been challenged extensively. The current review would support these challenges, highlighting that screening for scapular dyskinesis is not a useful approach to predict shoulder pain.

On the other hand, the presence of scapular dyskinesis does indicate an increased risk of developing shoulder pain. The time and financial cost of assessing for scapular dyskinesis is minimal. The information obtained could be used as part of a battery of tests including other known predictive risk factors such as glenohumeral rotational range, rotator cuff strength and previous injury to determine an individualised injury risk profile. In the screening example above, the positive and negative likelihood ratios of 1.26 and 0.73, respectively, can be calculated. These figures indicate that shoulder pain is 1.26 times more likely in athletes who have scapular dyskinesis than those that do not have scapular dyskinesis. They also indicate that shoulder pain is only 0.73 times as likely to occur in people who do not have scapula dyskinesis in comparison to those that do have scapular dyskinesis. Thus, it would seem that screening for shoulder pain, would best be conducted using several predictive risk factors, including scapular dyskinesis.

The presence and extent of scapular dyskinesis has been shown to be influenced by acute and chronic fatigue. The information obtained could be used as part of a battery of tests including other known predictive risk factors such as glenohumeral rotational range, rotator cuff strength and previous injury to determine an individualised injury risk profile. In the screening example above, the positive and negative likelihood ratios of 1.26 and 0.73, respectively, can be calculated. The validity of screening in sports has recently been challenged extensively.

Strength and limitations
The main strength of this study was its meta-analysis of over 400 participants and the high prevalence of shoulder pain across the included studies, providing greater power to detect risk factors, than given in individual studies. The all-encompassing definition of shoulder pain and the dichotomisation of scapular dyskinesis improves the external validity of the findings, which can be applied from recreational to elite athletes across a multitude of sports.

On the other hand, wide definitions of shoulder pain limit the extrapolation of this study directly to mechanisms of shoulder pain. Additionally, the quality appraisal identified several factors which allow the potential risk of bias. No study reported on whether participants were blinded to the results of their baseline testing. Informing patients of their testing may cause them to alter behaviours, especially if they feel at risk due to ‘impaired scapular control’. This may have in turn affected their injury risk, confounding the results observed. The majority of studies did not adequately compare between groups for confounding factors and thus it cannot be determined if scapular dyskinesis is directly or indirectly involved in the mechanism of shoulder pain development.

Future studies
It is unclear if scapular dyskinesis is directly or indirectly related to the mechanisms of shoulder pain. Future studies should aim to clarify this relationship. It is also worth investigating if scapular dyskinesis interacts with other risk factors through the calculation and combination of likelihood ratios for different

### What do we already know?
- Scapular dyskinesis is common in asymptomatic overhead athletes.
- Scapular dyskinesis is associated with poorer outcome in patients with shoulder pain.

### What are the new findings?
- The presence of scapular dyskinesis in asymptomatic overhead athletes indicated a 43% increased risk of developing shoulder pain.
- This finding in isolation has minimal use in screening but may be useful as part of a battery of tests that includes other known risk factors.
risk factors. Finally, future studies should investigate if scapular focused treatment can effectively reduce injury risk. It is imperative that any future study investigating scapular dyskinesis as a risk factor for shoulder pain use prospective study design, blind participants to the results of their baseline assessment, and make clear between-group analysis of potential confounding factors at baseline and at end point.

Conclusion
The presence of scapular dyskinesis in asymptomatic athletes appears to increase the risk of developing shoulder pain by 43% (CI). This information may be useful as part of the periodic health examination and in the design of injury prevention programmes.
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